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LEARN MORE

For more information on Poly Lens visit www.poly.com/lens/admin

POLY LENS

Make collaboration better for your employees, no matter where they work or the 
Poly supported device they choose. Poly Lens gives you better visibility into modern 
workspaces across the entire organization. Getting started is simple. IT professionals 
can remotely inventory, monitor, and troubleshoot Poly devices from a single pane of 
glass. Common tasks such as applying bulk software and policies are streamlined to 
allow you to do more with your day.

An important part of any investment is knowing how it’s preforming. Poly Lens gives you 
a window into collaboration environments across your entire organization, with a spotlight 
on how devices are being used. The insights dashboard intelligently elevates the most 
important information to the top of the page for a quick review or deeper research.

Accessed from anywhere, Poly Lens is powered through a robust cloud service 
delivering flexibility, and security, adding value without heavy IT lifting. No need to buy 
servers means more bang for your budget. Everything you need to make the most of 
your workspace is right at your fingertips.

• Leverage simple device onboarding one or many devices within minutes

• Manage voice, video, and headsets within a single interface

• Use intelligent newsfeeds to monitor connection status and device health

• Do more, in less time with bulk provisioning policies

•  Enable users with a powerful all-in-one app for their personal collaboration devices

DEVICE 
MANAGEMENT AT 
SCALE, INSIGHTS 
THAT MATTER

BENEFITS

• Avoid lost passwords and frustration 
with single sign-on access meant  
just for your individual role

• Onboarding one or thousands of 
devices just got a whole lot easier  
with centralized provisioning 

• Provide your end users with an  
all-in-one app that allows them to 
adjust personal settings, keep their 
software up to date, get support,  
and improve their workday 

• Extend your reach and increase 
control using interactive maps and 
filters to locate Poly devices

• Do more for your remote workforce  
to keep them happy and their  
devices functioning at peak 
performance through intelligent  
cloud-to-app connections for 
management and insights.


